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1. Abstract
Zodiac Aerospace currently employs finite element analysis (FEA) computer models to predict
the material behavior of its composite products. The objective of this project was to develop a
testing protocol for obtaining detailed material property data to use in these FEA models. With
accurate material data, FEA models can reduce the need for expensive physical testing and
achieve timely troubleshooting when testing complex components. The specific material
characterized in this project was an 8-satin weave fiberglass phenolic pre-preg used as the
facesheet material in many of Zodiac’s sandwich panel composites. The developed testing
protocol involved mechanical testing of lamina and laminate samples in tension, shear, and
compression. Relationships between fiber orientation, sample tabbing, and sample thickness
were examined using multiple full factorial experimental designs. Results indicated that nominal
fiber orientation was significant in determining the mechanical properties of all samples, while
tabbing was not significant for any sample. Sample thickness was less influential in determining
tensile and shear properties but more influential in determining compressive properties. The
resultant testing protocol therefore recommends that samples used to determine the mechanical
properties of pre-preg materials be laminate samples manufactured without tabs, with minimized
slenderness ratios, and with differing fiber orientations. Additional parameters of the protocol
include surface roughness analysis via profilometry to determine accurate sample thicknesses,
and end-cutting of samples via diamond saw to ensure flush sample surfaces. The finalized
protocol is intended to be used in the characterization of current and future pre-preg materials
produced by Zodiac.
Keywords: Buckling, Cabin Interiors, Combined Loading in Compression, Composite
Materials, Compressive Failure, Compressive Strength, Glass Fiber Fabric, Honeycomb
Sandwich Panel, Materials Engineering, Profilometry, Mechanics of Materials, Nomex
Honeycomb, Pre-preg Laminates, Strain Gage, Surface Roughness, 8-Harness Satin Weave
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2. Introduction
2.1 Problem Statement
Zodiac Aerospace has limited data on the mechanical properties of glass fiber reinforced
polymer (GFRP) pre-pregs used in their sandwich panel composites. Obtaining property data
for these pre-pregs would aid Zodiac in developing more accurate FEA computer models.
FEA models are highly beneficial to Zodiac because of their ability to predict the behavior of
complex aircraft components (most of which are constructed from sandwich panel
composites), which are difficult and expensive to test physically. Standardized methods
currently do not exist for mechanically testing pre-pregs as thin as those used in the sandwich
composites produced by Zodiac.

2.2 Aerospace Composite Industry Overview
Zodiac Aerospace is a French aeronautical company that supplies equipment for both private
and commercial aircraft. The company is structured into five primary divisions: Aircraft
Systems, AeroSafety, Gallery and Equipment, Cabin and Structures, and Seating [1]. The
Cabin and Structures division focuses on the secondary, non-critical components of aircraft
interiors, including luggage compartments, lavatory doors, and interior side walls. Many of
these components are composed of honeycomb sandwich panels, which are employed
primarily for their high strength-to-weight ratio and superior bending stiffness [2] (Figure 1).
While the sandwich panels produced by Zodiac effectively fulfill their roles as structural
materials, little information exists on the specific values of their material and mechanical
properties.

Figure 1 – Honeycomb panels utilize low density materials which make them optimal for aeronautical design [3,4].
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2.2.1 Review of Zodiac’s Core Material
The core of the sandwich panel used by Zodiac is composed of an aramid derivative coated in a
phenolic resin. The geometry of the core consists of hexagonal prisms aligned perpendicularly
to the facesheets in what is commonly referred to as a honeycomb structure. While cubic and
pyramidal core structures are also used in the sandwich panel industry, they have relatively
lower strengths and are reserved for niche applications [3, 4]. The core has relatively low
strength under forces parallel to the plane of the panel and relatively high strength under forces
perpendicular to the plane of the panel. Aramid honeycomb cores (AHCs) are designed to
perform as I-beams, providing out-of-plane support for the facesheets while keeping the panel
from failing in shear [5, 6]. Due to the >99% void content of the honeycomb structure and low
density of the aramid core, increases in flexural strength are achieved with negligible increases
in weight, which is a critical design requirement of structural aircraft components.

2.2.2 Review of Zodiac’s Facesheet Material
The facesheets of the sandwich panels produced by Zodiac consist of E-glass fibers
embedded in a phenolic matrix. E-glass fibers are used primarily for their relatively high
tensile strength and low cost in comparison to other commercially available fibers [7]. The
fibers of the facesheets are woven in an 8-harness satin weave style, also referred to as 7781
weave (Figure 2). This weave consists of two orientations of yarn: warp yarns that run along
the 0° direction, and fill yarns that run perpendicular to warp yarns. The fill yarns are woven
in a pattern of over seven warp yarns, under seven, over eight, and under one.
After the weave is coated with the uncured phenolic, the warp fibers are tensioned along their
fiber axis, with the fill fibers flexing around the warp fibers. This method of processing
straightens the warp yarns, but simultaneously misaligns the fill yarns up to ± 3° out of the
laminate plane (Figure 3) [8]. The fill fibers are misaligned due to friction between the fiber
orientations. Friction causes certain sections of the fill fibers to drag longer distances as the
weave is unrolled from its spool. Consequently, applying tension in the fill direction induces
out-of-plane shear stresses in the fill yarns, while applying tension in the warp direction induces
no such shear stresses in the warp yarns. This is likely why the tensile strength of weaves with
this pattern are recorded to be stronger in the warp direction than in the fill direction.
Unrolling
Direction

Figure 2 – Schematic of 8-harness satin weave fabric
laminates [9].

Figure 3 – Interlacing of fill yarns through warp
yarns in a typical weave pattern [6].
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While woven fabrics do not have the same ultimate tensile strength of unidirectional laminates
in the fiber direction, their pliable woven structure provides more balanced properties in all
directions. In addition to balanced mechanical properties, its ease of handling, low production
cost, and ability to form well around compound curves makes the 8-harness satin weave ideal
for sandwich panel design in airline cabin interior applications.
The phenolic resin is a thermosetting polymer which forms a three-dimensional structure upon
curing. Polyester is the most commonly used matrix in the composites industry due to its
relatively low cost, while epoxy is the second most commonly used matrix because of its
relatively high strength and stiffness. While phenolics are more expensive than polyesters and
have a lower strength and stiffness than epoxies, they are fire-retardant, which polyesters and
epoxies are not. At high temperatures, the phenolic resin degrades and forms a char that is
unable to burn. All materials used in the cabin of aircraft must be fire-retardant, as required by
the Federal Aviation Administration [10].
The tensile and compressive moduli of glass fibers in an 8-harness satin weave embedded in
a phenolic matrix are documented as being approximately equal, 26.2 and 25.5 GPa,
respectively. However, the tensile strength of the composite is lower than its compressive
strength, 345 and 393 MPa, respectively [11]. The discrepancy between tensile and
compressive strength can be partially accredited to the fact that composites in tension are
more prone to failing from preexisting defects (notches in glass fibers, for example) than are
composites in compression.
In structural applications of sandwich panels, the facesheets carry most of the in-plane and
bending loads, while the core is responsible for providing dimensionality, transferring the
load, and carrying the through-the-thickness shear load [3]. Consequently, the tensile and
compressive properties of sandwich panels along the plane of the facesheets are characteristic
of the properties of the facesheets themselves; the contribution of the core is negligible when
considering in-plane stiffness and strength.

2.2.3 Manufacturing Processes
Zodiac employs two major methods of manufacturing sandwich composites; namely, hand layup and compression molding. In hand lay-up, a mold is initially coated with phenolic resin.
Once resin is applied to the mold, glass fiber weave sheets are laid onto the uncured resin in the
desired pattern, and another layer of resin is brushed or rolled on top of the reinforcement. This
pattern is repeated until the facesheet is of a desired thickness. When the sheet is at its desired
thickness, the honeycomb core is placed on the sheet, and a facesheet is prepared by hand layup on the opposite side of the core. Once all lay-up is complete, the uncured sandwich
composite is inserted into a flexible polyvinyl alcohol bag attached to a high strength vacuum.
The vacuum bag is used to evacuate voids from the composite and apply pressure to aid in
curing. The hand lay-up process is labor intensive and time consuming, reserved for parts of
highly complex geometry.
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In compression molding, the sandwich composites are prepared by automation. Flat B-stage prepregs sandwiching a honeycomb core are inserted into a heated die press. The die press is used to
force the sandwich into a certain geometry while simultaneously curing the matrix (Figure 4).
Compression molding is a faster process than hand lay-up; however, cannot produce geometries
with the same precision and is more likely to manifest voids [12]. Compression molding is used
for products of less critical application such as cabinets and drawers.

Figure 4 – Typical apparatus used in heated compression die molding [13].

2.3 Mechanical Properties of Composites
2.3.1 Tension
Failure Modes in Tension
The tensile properties of GFRPs are determined mostly by their constituent fibers and less by
their polymer matrix. Glass fibers have moduli and strengths that are substantially higher than
that of the polymers in which they are embedded, and consequently, bear most of the load
experienced by the composite [7]. However, the fibers possess a lower ultimate tensile strain to
failure than their surrounding matrix. Therefore, it is the failure of the constituent fibers that
most often determines the failure of a composite.
The ultimate tensile strength of a glass fiber is indirectly proportional to the number and depth
of surface flaws it contains. When tensile forces are applied along the axis of a fiber with a
microscopic surface flaw, the flaw is more likely to widen than the axial part of the fiber is to
elongate (Figure 5). Therefore, surface cracks are prone to widening under tension, which
increases the longitudinal stresses concentrated at the crack tip. Once the stresses at the crack tip
grow larger than the strengths of the chemical bonds within the glass, the crack propagates
-8-

through the diameter of the fiber, causing it to fracture [14]. While surface cracks are likely to
grow under tensile strain, they are less likely to grow under compressive strain, which is a likely
explanation for why most composites have higher compressive strengths than ultimate tensile
strengths.

Figure 5 – Schematic of surface flaw in a fiber under uniaxial tension [14].

Continuous glass fibers that fracture inside of a composite induce new stresses in adjacent
fibers and the surrounding matrix. A fractured fiber is reduced in length, and as such, is no
longer able to bear its original tensile load. The difference in load-bearing capacity is
distributed to surrounding fibers by increasing the normal stress they experience in tension [7,
11]. Higher normal stresses in adjacent fibers decreases the critical size of surface flaws
required for their fracture (Figure 6a). A fractured fiber also has an increased surface area due
to its two newly exposed ends. The greater surface area increases the interfacial shear stress
between the ends of the fractured fiber and the surrounding matrix. As tensile loads on the
composite increase, the interfacial shear stress also increases until it becomes higher than the
interfacial adhesion between the fibers and the matrix. Loss of interfacial adhesion leads to
debonding of the matrix from the fractured fiber, further decreasing the tensile strength of the
composite (Figure 6b). In addition to inducing higher shear stresses, fractured fibers also
induce normal stresses on the matrix occupying the space vacated by the separated fracture
ends. As tensile forces increase and the distance between the fractured ends of the fiber grows,
the matrix become unable to spread itself throughout the increasing void and develops a
microcrack between the two ends of the fractured fiber (Figure 6c). This microcrack, which
now acts as a void, also contributes to a reduction of tensile strength in the composite.
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a

b

C

Figure 6 – Fiber breakage inducing a) higher normal stresses in adjacent fibers, causing their failure, b)
higher stress at fiber-matrix interface, causing loss of interfacial adhesion, c) higher normal stress in matrix,
causing microcracking [7].

Composites with continuous fibers woven perpendicularly to one another induce additional
stresses in the matrix when tensile loads are applied parallel to a fiber directions. As a
laterally oriented fiber experiences a tensile force, it pushes against the longitudinally
oriented fiber to align itself with the loading axis (Figure 7). The longitudinal fiber and
surrounding matrix then become displaced. The further the matrix displaces, the more strain
energy accumulates, contributing to an embrittled matrix prone to fracture [7].

Figure 7 – Displacement of fill yarn as tensile force is applied to warp yarn.

Tensile Testing of Thin Lamina Composites
ASTM Standard D3039 outlines a recommended procedure for tensile testing polymer matrix
composites (PMC) [15]. The standard recommends rectangular PMC samples with minimum
dimensions of 2.5 cm in width, 25.0 cm in length, and 0.25 cm in thickness; however, useful
material property data has been obtained by tensile testing samples of smaller thicknesses [1].
Samples of thicknesses 0.25 cm or less are recommended to have tabs applied to both the top
-10-

and bottom faces of their ends.
Tabs are rectangular pieces of metal or fiberglass that have approximately the same width as the
sample but are much shorter in length. Tab thickness is dependent on the thickness of the
sample, but in general it is recommended to use tabs no thinner than 1.5 mm [15]. It is also
recommended that the ends of thicker tabs be tapered as they approached the gage length of the
sample. Tapered tabs allow for the gradual decrease of cross-sectional area from the ends of the
sample to the sample gage length, reducing the stress that concentrates at abrupt geometry
changes. The smaller the taper angle θ, the less stress concentrations experienced by the
tab/sample interface (Figure 8) [16]. However, a longer taper can also peel off from the sample
during testing if the tab material has a lower strength than the sample material. This can lead to
a variable gage length during testing and therefore would invalidate the test data. For a tensile
test to produce accurate data, failure of the sample must not occur within or at the edge of the
tabbed portion of the sample (Figure 9).
Tab

Sample
5° Taper

30° Taper

90° Taper
Tab Delamination

LG

∆LG

5° Taper

Figure 8 – Possible taper angles of tabs attached to composite tensile samples. The thinner tabbing crosssection near the gage length is prone to curling up away from the surface increasing stress concentrations due to
a rapid change in cross-sectional area [16].
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Figure 9 – Failure of composites in tension characterized by three-letter designation. Failures inside the grip/tab
(I) or at the grip/tab (A) are not acceptable modes of failure according to ASTM Standard D3039 [15].

ASTM Standard D5083, which outlines the recommended procedures for mechanically
testing thermosetting plastics in tension, has almost identical procedures and sample
specifications as those presented in ASTM D3039 and is cited here as a cross-reference [17].

2.3.2 Compression
Failure Modes in Compression
Compressive failure in laminate composites can occur in multiple steps and modes. For uniaxial
compression, the deformation of the matrix causes microbuckling and the consequent formation
of kink zones [18]. A kink zone is a row of parallel axial shear cracks that combine with one
another to form a larger defect. Once kink zones manifest, two planes of fracture are formed,
leading to macroscopic fiber failure. To minimize the effects of microbuckling and kink zones,
the processing of composites must be heavily regulated as to minimize the number and type of
defects along their surface. Possible laminate defects resulting from inferior processing include
blistering, delamination, cuts, and porosity. For single lamina, most of these defects are
-12-

avoidable due to the absence of interlaminar interfaces.
An offset in the orientation of constituent fibers in a composite sample can lead to another
mode of compressive failure. If the axes of the fibers do not precisely align with the axis of
loading, a shear load will be induced in the sample in addition to the applied compressive load
(Figure 10a). The shear stress could make the sample fail prematurely due to the low transverse
strength of the fibers (Figure 10b).

Figure 10 – a) Failure of thin laminate due to fiber orientation producing fiber kinking from microbuckling of
individual fibers, b) Fiber misalignment producing a transverse force in fibers [18].

Compression Testing of Thin Lamina
The failure mode of a composite lamina in compression is contingent on the slenderness ratio
of the sample being tested (Equation 1). Slenderness ratio is a dimensional metric relating the
thickness of a sample to its width and length:
𝑆𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 =

𝐿𝑔

Equation 1

√𝐼⁄𝐴

where:
𝐿𝑔 = gage length
𝐼 = second moment of inertia
𝐴 = area of the cross-section

Samples with a large slenderness ratio (“long” samples) are prone to Euler buckling, while
samples with a small slenderness ratio (“short” samples) exhibit no buckling. Samples with a
moderate slenderness ratio (“intermediate” samples) experience a certain degree of bending
before failure, but not enough to be considered buckling (Figure 11).
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Figure 11 – Compressive strength of a sample based on its slenderness ratio [19].

Buckling is not an acceptable mode of failure for determining the compressive strength of a
composite [20]; therefore, it is crucial that samples be designed with the property geometry to
ensure minimized slenderness ratios. In order for the data from a compression test to be
considered acceptable, the failure of the sample must occur within the gage length. Acceptable
failure modes include brooming, transverse or through-thickness shear, and longitudinal
splitting [20]. If the failure occurs along the tabbed or gripped portion of the sample, the test
should not be considered to have yielded accurate data (Figure 12).

Figure 12 – Examples of failure modes in compression. Any failure that occur within the gripped sections are
unacceptable [20].
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Two linear strain gages can be applied to a thin compression sample, one on either side, to
measure if a significant amount of bending occurs during compression testing. The general
equation to measure the percent bending of a rectangular sample is presented in Equation
2. Percent bending (By) must be below 10% for the test to be considered valid.
𝐵𝑦 = 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑏𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 =

𝜀1 − 𝜀2
𝜀1 + 𝜀2

Equation 2

where:

ɛ1 = strain on one side of the sample
ɛ2 = strain on the either side of the sample
Compression Fixtures for Lamina
Present compression fixtures used in industry for characterizing composite materials include the
Modified ASTM D695 fixture and the Combined Loading Compression (CLC) fixture. Both
fixtures require a minimum sample thickness of 1 mm. This is the minimum thickness required
to prevent Euler buckling, relative to the other sample dimensions outlined by the ASTM
standards (Equation 3) [20].
𝐹𝑐𝑟 =

𝜋 2𝐸𝑓

Equation 3

𝑙𝑔 𝐴
𝐸𝑓
+ 1.2𝜋 2
𝐼
𝐺𝑥𝑧

where:
Fcr = predicted Euler Buckling Stress
A = sample cross-sectional area
I = minimum moment of inertia of sample cross-section

Once the predicted Euler buckling strength is calculated, the required unsupported length of the
sample (gage length) is found using Equation 4 [20].

ℎ≥

𝑙𝑔

Equation 4

1.2𝐹 𝑐𝑢 𝐸 𝑓
0.9069√(1 −
)
𝐺𝑥𝑧 (𝐹 𝑐𝑢 )

where:
Fcu = expected ultimate compressive strength
𝐸 𝑓 = expected Flexural Modulus
Gxz = through-the-thickness (interlaminar) shear modulus
lg = length of gage section

h = minimum sample thickness
-15-

ASTM Standard D695 was first developed in the 1950s to test thin plastic materials in
compression. When the Boeing Company desired a method to test thin composites in
compression in the 1970s, the ASTM D695 and its associated fixture were modified to the
current version. The advantage of the modified fixture is its ability to support the sample along
its entire length. The fixture loosely holds the sample while the ends of the sample are loaded
under normal compressive force (Figure 13). The modified ASTM D695 fixture employs
separate tests for determining modulus and strength. Modulus is measured by loading the
sample to 10% of its ultimate strength while strain gages measure displacement in the elastic
region of the material. The strength test requires an extremely small gauge length to prevent
Euler buckling that cannot accommodate strain gages. The prepared ASTM D695 fixture and
its gripped sample must be tested in an apparatus compliant with ASTM E4 Standards [21].
The CLC fixture described in ASTM Standard D6641 utilizes two pairs of steel blocks that
screw together and clamp onto the faces of the sample (Figure 14). Each end of the sample is
made flush with the surfaces of the steel blocks; this allows the sample to be end-loaded
directly by the plates of the testing machine. The clamping action of the blocks produces an
out-of-plane shear stress normal to the face of the composite sample. The application of this
force allows the sample to be loaded in shear as the blocks are also acted on by the compression
plates of the testing machine. The two pairs of steel blocks are vertically aligned with one
another via alignment rods to ensure loads are applied only parallel to the length axis of the
sample. The prepared CLC fixture and its gripped sample must be tested in an apparatus
compliant with ASTM E4 Standards [21].

Figure 13 – Modified ASTM D695 fixture
designed to compress composite samples [22].

Figure 14 – Combined Loading Compression
(CLC) fixture designed to compress composite
samples [22].

The characteristic 1 to 2 ply laminate facesheets used by Zodiac in their sandwich panels range
from 0.01-0.015 in or 0.25-0.4 mm in thickness. These thicknesses are not able to be tested in
either the modified ASTM D695 fixture or the CLC fixture without buckling
-16-

Compression Testing of Sandwich Composites
Methods of determining edgewise compressive strength of sandwich panel composites are
outlined by ASTM Standard C364 [23]. When edgewise compressing sandwich panels (that
is, when the loading axis is made parallel with the planes of the facesheets), the sample may
experience bending or shearing at the interface of the facesheet and core if the sandwich
panel is not oriented completely parallel to the applied load. To ensure alignment and prevent
panel shearing, a special fixture is used to hold the panel in place (Figure 15).

Figure 15 – Sandwich panel edgewise compression test fixture, assembled and disassembled [23].

Once the panel has failed, the facesheet strength can be calculated using the maximum load
applied and the cross-sectional area of the facesheets (Equation 5).
𝜎 = 𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥 /𝑤(2𝑡𝑓𝑠 )

Equation 5

where:
σ = ultimate edgewise compressive strength
Pmax = ultimate force prior to failure
tfs = thickness of a single facesheet
w = width of the sample

AHCs are known to have high strength and stiffness under flexure loading. However, under
compressive loads applied parallel to the basal planes of the hexagonal prisms in the core,
AHCs are recorded as having strengths of less than 2 MPa (Figure 16) [25]. It can therefore be
assumed that the AHC contributes negligible edgewise compressive strength to a sandwich
panel composite.
However, the adhesive that bonds the core to the facesheet can have a significant effect on the
edgewise compressive strength of the sandwich panel. The adhesive acts as an interlaminar
matrix that would normally be seen in thicker composite layups. If voids in the adhesive are not
removed, they can act as crack tips in the matrix and propagate along the loading axis,
effectively debonding the facesheet from the core. This debonding would allow the facesheet to
buckle at lower applied loads, therefore producing an invalid test [26].
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Figure 16 – Compressive stress–strain relationships of tetraethyletherkeytone (TEEK) foam, aramid
honeycomb, and TEEK-filled aramid honeycomb [25].

A significant source of error that can accompany edgewise compression testing of honeycomb
sandwich composites is dimpling defects accrued from processing methods. Dimpling occurs
during the process of fitting the B-stage facesheet over the AHC core and compressing it using
the heated die press method. The heat dissipated into the facesheets makes them pliable enough
to form around the contours of the core. The pressure from the press holds this shape in place
until curing is complete. During pressing, the facesheet sags into the AHC hexagonal pores,
producing a corrugated surface (Figure 17) [27]. Consequently, the fibers are no longer
oriented in uniform directions. The fibers oriented out-of-plane can significantly weaken the
facesheet during edgewise compression by shear failure.

Figure 17 – The facesheets curve into the pore producing the dimpling effect [27].
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3. Experimental Methods
3.1 Design of Experiment
Lamina and laminate coupons produced from the fiberglass phenolic pre-preg facesheet material
were used as test samples for this experiment. Due to complications with manufacturing, no
sandwich panel coupons were produced for testing in this experiment.
Tensile Testing
Tensile tests were performed on samples of the facesheet material with reference to ASTM
Standard D3039. The standard prescribes rectangular samples with dimensions of 1'' x 10'' x ≥
0.04''.
A screening test was conducted to determine which of three variables would have a significant
effect on the mechanical behavior of the tensile samples. The first variable investigated was the
orientation of the glass fiber weave relative to the dimensions of the sample. Because the warp
fibers are nominally parallel with the plane of the facesheet and the fill fibers are intermittently
bent out-of-plane, the weave is predicted to have different tensile properties in the warp and fill
directions. Therefore, two different orientations were tested; warp fibers parallel to the loading
axis (that is, parallel to the 10'' dimension of the sample) and fill fibers parallel to the loading
axis.
The second variable investigated was the thickness of each sample. Sample thickness
corresponds to the number of plies comprising each sample. Sample thicknesses of 1 and 2 ply
were chosen because they are the conventional thicknesses of facesheets used in sandwich panel
composites produced by Zodiac. However, 1 and 2 ply samples are difficult to produce
consistently without defects. Therefore, thicker samples of four and eight ply were also chosen to
investigate whether the mechanical properties of the samples varied significantly with thickness.
If there is no significant difference between mechanical properties of samples of lesser ply and
samples of more ply, then the samples of more ply will likely be prescribed in the final
characterization protocol due to their ease of manufacture. All samples were produced with even
numbers of ply to ensure symmetry about the midplane.
The third sample variable investigated was the application of either tabs or emery paper (i.e.,
abrasive cloth) to sample ends. ASTM D3039 states that the application of tabs to sample ends is
optional depending on the sample material. If tabs are not used, the standard recommends that
emery paper be used as an interfacing material between the sample ends and the grips of the
testing machine. The application of tabs significantly increases sample manufacture time;
therefore, if tabbing is found to not significantly alter the mechanical properties of samples
relative to samples tested with emery paper, then untabbed samples will be prescribed in the final
characterization protocol for a given material system. The tabbing procedure followed for this
experiment is outlined in Appendix B.
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The design of experiment for tension testing prescribes a sample to each different combination of
the three variables; 2 weave orientations, 4 sample thicknesses, and 2 tabbing options led to the
production of 16 different sample types. For a tension test to be considered successful, the
sample had to fail in an acceptable manner, as prescribed by ASTM D3039 (Figure 9). The
design of experiment required that only one sample for each of the 16 different sample types be
tested successfully. Sample types which did not fail successfully were retested until an
acceptable failure mode was witnessed. A high-speed camera was used to film tensile testing and
confirm failure modes (Figure 18). The tension testing procedure followed for this experiment is
outlined thoroughly in Appendix B.

Figure 18 – Thumbnail of a high-speed video for a sample failing in tension.

Shear Testing
Shear tests were performed on samples of the facesheet material with reference to ASTM
Standard D3518. Similar to D3039, D3518 prescribes rectangular samples with dimensions of 1''
x 10'' x ≥ 0.04''. The standard prescribes that fiber yarns be oriented at 45˚ to the loading axis of
the sample; this orientation is what constitutes a shear test and differentiates D3518 from D3039.
A screening test was conducted to determine which of two variables of the shear samples would
have a significant effect on their mechanical behavior. The first sample variable investigated was
the thickness of each sample; the four thicknesses investigated were the same as those
investigated for the tensile tests. The second sample variable investigated was the application of
either tabs or abrasive cloth to sample ends.
The design of experiment for shear testing prescribed a sample to each different combination of
the two variables; 4 sample thicknesses and 2 tabbing options led to the production of 8 different
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sample types. For a shear test to be considered successful, the sample had to fail in one of the
acceptable manners prescribed by ASTM D3039 (Figure 9). Similar to the design of experiment
for tension, the design of experiment for shear required that only one sample for each of the 8
different sample types be tested successfully. The high-speed camera was again used to film
shear testing and confirm failure modes (Figure 19). The shear testing procedure followed for
this experiment is the same as tension found in Appendix B.

Figure 19 – Thumbnail of a high-speed video for a sample failing in shear.

Compression Testing
Compression tests were performed on samples of the facesheet material with reference to ASTM
Standard D6641. The standard prescribes rectangular samples with dimensions of 1'' x 5.5'' x≥
0.04''. However, to further eliminate the possibility of Euler buckling (Equation 3), these
dimensions were revised to 1.1'' x 5.35'' x ≥ 0.04''.
Tabbing was not investigated as a variable for compression testing. The tabbing procedure
developed for the tensile samples allowed for tabs to be displaced up to 0.1'' from sample ends
along the length dimension (Appendix B). This tabbing procedure could significantly alter the
effective gage length of compression samples (0.35''), and therefore was not used.
With the variable of tabbing eliminated, a screening test was conducted involving two separate
variables for compression testing. The first sample variable investigated was the orientation of
the fiber yarns, following the same warp and fill orientations of the tensile samples. The second
sample variable investigated was the thickness of each sample. Four different thicknesses were
investigated; 0.02'' (two ply), 0.04'' (four ply), 0.08'' (eight ply), and 0.14'' (fourteen ply). Thicker
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samples were tested in compression than were tested in tension to reduce the likelihood of Euler
buckling.
The design of experiment for compression testing prescribed a sample to each different
combination of the two investigated variables; 2 weave orientations and 4 sample thicknesses led
to the production of 8 different sample types. For a compression test to be considered successful,
the sample had to fail in an acceptable manner as prescribed by ASTM D6641 (Figure 19). The
design of experiment for compression, like the previous two designs of experiment, required that
only one sample for each of the different sample types be tested successfully. The compression
testing procedure followed for this experiment is outlined more thoroughly in Appendix C.

3.2 Sample Manufacture
Zodiac produced all facesheet coupons tested in this study. Coupons were water jet cut to their
appropriate dimensions from rectangular sheets of pre-preg that had been formed and cured in a
heated die press. Tension, shear, and compression coupons of the same thickness were cut from
the same laminate sheet. Each laminate sheet was marked with dark parallel lines to indicate the
orientation of the warp yarns (Figure 20). A total of five sheets were produced, with thicknesses
of 1 ply, 2 ply, 4 ply, 8 ply, and 14 ply.

Figure 20 – 16'' x 21'' sheet of a 2 ply laminate from which samples have been cut.

A labeling system was developed to identify each sample. Each sample identifier was comprised
of six different labels;
1st label: Number of plies (1, 2, 4, 8, or 14)
2nd label: Test type (Tension or Compression)*
3rd label: Orientation of fibers (along Fill direction, along Warp direction, or Diagonal (45°))
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-Dash4th label: Laminate sheet number as delivered (1, 2, 3, 4, or 5)
-Dash5th label: Number assigned to sample on laminate sheet (1-23)
-Dash6th label: Notes of any defects
* For purposes of this labeling system, shear samples are considered tension samples with diagonal
fiber
orientation.

An example of a sample identifier is displayed below:

8CF-2-13-Uneven Edges





Sample contains 8 plies
Testing in compression
Along the Fill direction




From laminate sheet 2
Labeled as 13 on sheet

Unfortunately, the water jet cutting process produced coupons with ends that were both beveled
and not completely orthogonal to the length dimension (Figure 21).

Figure 21 – Side view of a 14 ply sample with slanted ends placed on a flat horizontal surface. The red dotted line
indicates the vertical axis.

While beveled and slanted sample ends did not affect tensile and shear testing, they did provide
complications for compression testing. Compression testing according to ASTM D6641 requires
that sample ends be completely flush with the surfaces of the fixture blocks to prevent lopsided
stress concentrations (Figure 22). Uneven stress concentrations on the ends of the samples led to
end-crushing, which is an unacceptable mode of failure [20].
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Figure 22 – Slanted end of 14 ply sample in CLC fixture (left) which led to end-crushing (right).

Three of the eight original compression samples failed due to this end-crushing. These three
sample types had to be retested. Due to the lack of extra compression samples, new compression
samples were fashioned from excess tensile samples. The tensile samples were cut using a
diamond precision saw from their original dimensions of 1'' x 10'' to 1'' x 5.35''. (It is important to
note that the minor reduction in width from the original compression samples to these newly
fashioned compression samples did not induce Euler buckling.) The ends of new compression
samples cut with a diamond precision saw had angles closer to 90˚, and therefore did not
experience end-crushing (Figure 23).
a

Figure 23 – a) Image of 14 ply sample that has been recut with a precision saw to make ends closer to 90˚ angles,
b) Dark-field image of an 8 ply sample with a beveled end resultant from water jet cutting, c) Dark-field image of a
4 ply sample with a slanted end resultant from water jet cutting, d) Dark-field image of an 8 ply sample after ends
were cut with the diamond precision saw, e) Dark-field image of a 4 ply sample after ends were cut with the
diamond precision saw. (White and red difference in color is due to digital camera changing setting between image
collection.)

3.3 Measuring Sample Dimensions
The weight and dimensions of each sample were taken prior to their testing. Sample weight was
measured using a ±0.001 g mass balance. Sample lengths and widths were measured using
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±0.0005'' calipers and sample thicknesses were measured using a ±0.00001'' micrometer. Once
all testing was completed, anomalies in the data motivated a more in-depth analysis of sample
thicknesses.
Profilometry was conducted across the longitudinal cross-sections of four samples; one of 1 ply,
one of 2 ply, one of 4 ply, and one of 8 ply. The scan path of the profilometer was set to 5.0 mm,
which was equivalent to the diameter of the flat circular interface of the micrometer. Four scans
were conducted across both the top and bottom of each cross-section, for a total of eight scans
per sample type. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was used to confirm the results of the
profilometer on the 1 and 2 ply cross-sections. SEM samples were gold-sputtered prior to their
analysis to negate any surface charging on the sample that may have altered the images produced
from secondary electrons.

3.4 Use of Strain Gages
At least one strain gage was applied to each sample type. Strain gages allowed for more accurate
strain measurements in the 0-5% region than what could be measured via the Shimadzu universal
testing machine. Accurate strain measurements for the elastic behavior of the samples was
crucial to acquiring accurate values for both Young’s moduli and Poisson’s ratio.
The strain gages used in this study were acquired from MicroMeasurements. The two specific
types of strain gages used were CEA-06-125UW-350 (a uniaxial strain gage) and CEA-06125UT-350 (a biaxial strain gage). For tensile and shear samples, one biaxial strain gage was
applied to each sample of 1 and 2 ply; a uniaxial strain gage was applied to each sample of 4 and
8 ply. For compression samples, two uniaxial strain gages were applied, one on either side of the
sample. The application of two uniaxial strain gages on the compression samples was used to
verify that the samples did not experience more than 10% bending (Equation 2). However, the
CEA-06-125UW-350 uniaxial strain gages were too large to fit within the 0.35'' gage length of
the compression samples. Therefore, uniaxial strain gages were fashioned out of the CEA-06125UT-350 biaxial strain gages by cutting off the vertically oriented grid pattern, leaving the
horizontally oriented grid pattern. This horizontally oriented grid pattern was shorter in height
and therefore capable of being applied to the 0.35'' gage length of the compression samples
(Figure 24).
a

c

b

Figure 24 – a) CEA-06-125UW-350 uniaxial strain gage, b) CEA-06-125UT-350 biaxial strain gage, c)
Horizontal grid sectioned from a CEA-06-125UT-350 on a post-tested compression sample.
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A System 8000 by MicroMeasurements was used to receive the electrical output of the strain
gages. There was no hard wire connection between the System 8000 and the Shimadzu universal
testing machine; therefore, the strain data recorded by the System 8000 and the stress data
recorded by the Shimadzu had to be manually aligned. Manual alignment was performed by
collecting strain data with the System 8000 twenty seconds before stress was applied with the
Shimadzu. The System 8000 recorded 100 strain measurements per second; similarly, the
Shimadzu recorded 100 strain measurements per second. Once testing was performed and all
stress and strain data recorded, the first twenty seconds (or first 2000 data points) of the strain
data were discarded for each sample. The remainder of the strain data was aligned with the full
stress data for each sample. Strain gages were applied in accordance with instructions outlined
by the Vishay Group at MicroMeasurements [28].

3.5 Vacuum Safety System
From prior experiments involving composite materials, it is known that glass fibers are often
expelled from GFRP samples and become airborne when tested in tension [1]. To reduce the risk
of injury from airborne fibers, this experiment implemented a vacuum system for all tension and
shear tests. The vacuum system consisted of a high-efficiency particulate air (HEPA) filter with a
pore size of <10 µm, which is smaller than the predicted diameter of the glass fibers in the
samples. A cylindrical nozzle attachment was 3D-printed from ABS plastic and fitted to the
vacuum hose (Figure 25a, b). The attachment was placed around the sample once it was installed
in the grips of tensile machine (Figure 25c, d). With the attachment encompassing approximately
75% of the gage length of the tensile and shear samples, there was a high probability that sample
failure would occur within the attachment. With the particularly small gage lengths required by
the CLC fixture, compression testing of GFRP samples was predicted to release significantly less
fibers upon fracture; therefore, the vacuum system was not implemented for compression testing.
a

b

c

P

d

P

Figure 25 – a, b) SOLIDWORKS images of the vacuum attachment, c) SOLIDWORKS image of a sample
enclosed in the vacuum attachment, d) Photograph of a sample that failed in the portion of its gage length enclosed
in the attachment.

3.6 Measuring Fiber Alignment
As a result of the sample manufacturing processes, the glass fiber weave in each sample was
predicted to be offset from its nominal orientation by several degrees. To measure the predicted
weave offsets, a handheld butane torch was used to char the surfaces of samples post-testing.
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Charing of sample surfaces induced the degradation of the phenolic matrix, revealing the weave
orientation of the glass fibers. The weave orientation was measured relative to the length
dimension of the sample (Figure 26).

Length dimension

Exposed warp fibers

Figure 26 – Photograph of charred 2 ply shear sample.
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4. Results
4.1 Bilinear Characteristics of Stress-Strain Data
Nearly all tension and compression samples that were tested exhibited a bilinear stress-strain
behavior. The point of bilinearity was consistently found to be between 0.4-1.0% strain (Figure
27). Shear samples did not exhibit such a behavior, but rather showed a gradual, non-linear
stress-strain curve more characteristic of polymer materials.

Figure 27 – The change in slope is not instantaneous but more gradual over a change in strain.

A possible explanation of this bilinear behavior could be the offset of the sample weave
orientations from their nominal orientations. Through analyzing the fiber orientation of each type
of sample (and therefore, of each laminate sheet produced in the manufacturing process), there
was a consistent fiber alignment offset of about 1.5° from the load axis (Figure 28). While this
offset was found by only measuring the fibers on the surface of the laminate samples (Figure 26),
it was assumed that the laminate manufacturing process made the orientations of fibers between
constituent plies approximately equal. The fibers of each individual ply were also assumed to be
nested together with the fibers from other ply, resulting in increased uniformity in fiber direction.
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Figure 28 – Degree offset for each panel lay-up. There were complications producing a laminate that was 14 ply
thick which possibly explains the large discrepancy in fiber offset. The blue dashes are the standard deviations with
a mean error bar in the vertical direction. The green diamonds mark the quartiles of each data set.

4.2 MatLab Methodology
To obtain values for Young’s modulus, Poisson’s ratio, percent bending, and point of bilinearity
for each sample, a MatLab program was utilized to process the aligned stress-strain data. In order
to find the bilinear inflection point of the stress-strain plot, the maximum second derivative was
found within a certain range of the data set. The first 10 percent of the data was omitted from the
analysis to avoid artificial measurements resulting from the uptake of slack in tension testing, or
the movement of the crosshead prior to making contact with the CLC fixture in compression
testing. Similarly, the last 40 percent of the data was omitted from the analysis to avoid skewed
points from failure. This interval was used to find the maximum second derivative. The
maximum second derivative was then related back to a strain value on the stress-strain plot
(Figure 29). All other material properties were found using this interval. A sample of the MatLab
code used to find these properties can be found in Appendix E.
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End

Bilinear Point

Start

Figure 29 – Example plot of a stress- strain curve produced in MatLab. The maximum 2nd derivative is aligned
where the bilinear point is on the curve, and the vertical lines on either side are start and end points for material
property analysis.

4.3 Tensile Properties
A total of 21 samples were tested in tension. The values for tensile strength were obtained using
the corrected thickness measurements. Two of the values were considered outliers via Grubbs
testing, and therefore were excluded from the data. The two excluded values were from samples
tested early in experimentation when the protocol was still in flux, providing a possible
explanation for their anomalous data. The remaining values show a constant maximum tensile
strength across all ply permutations (Figure 30). Although the samples with the warp direction
aligned to the load axis were slightly stronger than those in the fill orientation, their values were
not statistically significantly different from one another (Figure 31). The tensile strengths
obtained from this experiment align well with Zodiac’s predicted values for the facesheet
material (365-395 MPa). Regarding nominal fiber orientation, the tensile strengths were higher
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for samples oriented in the warp direction (0˚) than samples oriented in the fill direction (90˚),
but not with a 95% confidence (372-391 MPa) (Figure ##).

Figure 30 – Tensile strength did not vary significantly in relation to thickness with large overlap in values
between each sample type.

Figure 31 – Visually the fill orientation is weaker however, the standard deviations from warp and fill data sets
overlap.

The values for Young’s modulus obtained from the MatLab program showed their variation in
relation to fiber orientation was not statistically significant (22.4-24.8 GPa). However, as the
number of plies comprising each sample increased, the modulus decreased significantly from 28
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GPa to 21.7 GPa (Figure 32, 33). The average Poisson ratio measured for all tensile sample was
0.195.

Figure 32 – A decreasing trend and larger scatter of points was observed for Young’s Modulus with increase in
thickness.

Figure 33 – The fill direction shows decreasing modulus with thickness while warp is unclear due to an increase
in modulus at 8 ply.
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4.4 Shear Properties
A total of 10 samples were tested in shear. Maximum shear stress values were calculated using
the normal stress output from the Shimadzu (Equation 6). The shear stress aligns with previous
data that Zodiac acquired on this specific material system.
𝜏12 =

𝑃

Equation 6

2𝐴

where:

𝜏12 = Shear stress
P = Force
A = Area

The average Poisson ratio measured for all shear samples was 0.513. This value is not possible
and is likely due to strain gages shearing off the face of the sample during testing. Due to
changes in scope for the project during testing, most shear samples were not tested with a biaxial
strain gage; this made it extremely difficult to measure engineering strain, which is required for
calculating shear stress. Only three of the ten shear samples provided usable data. The stressstrain behavior of only these three samples were used to find the shear stress and modulus. The
raw stress values show no significant difference in nominal strength with increasing number of
plies per sample (Figure 34).

Figure 34 – The fiber orientation offset for these samples may have in impact on the scatter of the stress values.

4.5 Compressive Properties
A total of 14 samples were tested in compression, only 8 of which failed in acceptable fashion.
The data shows a significant decrease in compressive strength from 4 ply samples to 2 ply
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samples (Figure 35). This is due to the opposing failure modes of each sample. The 2 ply sample
failed through buckling (an unacceptable failure mode per ASTM D6641), shearing out-of-plane
of the facesheet, while the 4 ply failure failed in brooming within the unsupported gage length
(an acceptable failure mode per ASTM D6641). The difference in strength between samples
oriented in the warp and fill directions is also seen to be significant, with a gradual increase in
the strength of samples oriented in the fill direction with more ply (Figure 36). Warp direction
shows constant strength across ply number (excluding the 2 ply samples that buckled). Excluding
the 2 ply samples, Young’s modulus in compression did not vary significantly with thickness
(21.8-27.6 GPa) or in fiber orientation (22.1-22.4 GPa) (Figure 37, 38). The average Poisson
ratio for all measured compression samples was 0.154. A possible explanation for the variance in
Poisson’s ratio between tension and compression is compression tests occurred over a span of 40
seconds while tension occurred up to 3 minutes. Another possible reason is the strain rate for the
tension was faster which could deform the matrix.

Figure 35 – The maximum strength in compression was seen to be between 380-500 MPa.
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Figure 36 – The fill direction had large scatter possibly due to fiber orientation variation out-of-plane.

Figure 37 – Compression was observed to have the same decreasing trend as tension with a slight increase at
much thicker laminates.
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Figure 38 – With little bending in the beginning of the test, the modulus values had little variance with fiber
orientation since both orientations were made of the sample fiber and matric percent volume.

4.6 Relationship between Maximum Strain and Number of Ply
Both tension and compression strain data revealed a noticeable trend of increasing strain to
failure with thicker samples (Figure 39, 40). Thicker samples achieved a maximum strain of
2.5% or less. The strain data found from the shear samples was not included because not all
samples had biaxial strain gages to measure engineering strain. Therefore, no meaningful data
could be accrued for shear strain.

Figure 39 – The low strain to failure values for 2-ply samples is mostly due to the buckling effect shearing the
strain gages off quickly in a bending motion making it difficult to measure when the sample actually failed.
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Figure 40 – The tension and compression samples followed the same trend of increasing strain with increase in
thickness.
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5. Discussion
5.1 Corrections to Laminate Thickness Measurements
After reviewing the general strength trends for both tension and compression in relation to the
number of plies in each sample, it was understood that the samples with only 1 or 2 plies had
much lower strengths. This result could be due to multiple causes, including: increased void
content, fiber/matrix macro surface defects, or fiber/matrix microcracks present prior to testing.
Due to limited control over the manufacturing process, microcracking was the only potential
cause that could be investigated and mitigated at the Cal Poly campus. The Shimadzu autograph
mechanical tester was installed on campus only months before testing, and therefore was
assumed to be calibrated correctly. The calipers and micrometers used to take sample dimensions
were also purchased within the first several months of testing and were therefore assumed to be
calibrated as well. However, the thicknesses of 1 ply samples were small enough to be
significantly affected by the uncertainty of the calibrated micrometers. Even small inaccuracies
in thickness measurements could contribute greatly to the strength and density measurements of
the samples, while small inaccuracies in width measurements would have less of an impact due
to the relative size of the dimension. Therefore, a more in-depth study of sample thickness was
deemed necessary to investigate the influence of sample thickness on maximum strength.
A profilometer was used to measure the surface roughness of 1, 2, 4, and 8 ply samples. The
profilometer used (AmbiOS XP-1) was accurate to 0.1 µm and was calibrated with a 10 µm
standard prior to all measurements (standard was measured to be 9.95 µm) (Figure 41, 42). Each
sample was scanned at least twice on each side. Both sides were measured to remove the variable
that either side might have cured on a slightly different surface and/or pressure.
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Figure 41 – The surface varies significantly (30+ μm) over a 5 mm distance. Note: The probe applied a 5mg force
at the tip simulating the pressure a micrometer would apply over its face.
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Figure 42 – Multiple scans were stitched together, each 1 mm apart from each other showing the variability of the
surface.

All ply thicknesses were scanned over an area of 5 x 5 mm. Five millimeters was chosen as the
scan path length to mimic the 5 mm diameter of the micrometer interface. Once all scans were
completed, the first and fourth quartile values from each measurement were found and averaged
together. The quartile values were used instead of maximum and minimum values to allow for a
conservative estimate. These values were then subtracted from each other to find a peak-tovalley displacement of the probe, which was used as the surface roughness (Ra) value for that
specific ply thickness (Table I). These values were doubled to account for the surface roughness
on both sides of the sample. The micrometer thickness reading had the 2Ra value subtracted from
it to find the corrected thickness.
Table I – Potential Thickness Error from Profilometry Results

Ply

Ra
(µm)

Potential Thickness Error
(µm)

Δt/t# ply×100
(%)

1
2
4
8

33
28.5
24
27

66
57
48
54

-21.3
-11
-4.7
-2.3

Further analysis of the thickness profile was completed on 1 and 2 ply samples using scanning
electron microscopy (SEM). The samples were cut using a diamond embedded saw blade at low
rpm (120 rpm) to avoid splintering of the cross-sectional face (Figure 43, 44).
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277 µm

Warp

Figure 43 – Single ply laminate was measured to be 0.3130 mm using a micrometer.

497 µm

Figure 44 – 2 ply laminate under SEM imaging, which was originally measured to be 0.541 mm using the
micrometer.

The SEM images asserted the micrometer was off by 36 µm for the 1 ply sample and 44 µm for
the 2 ply sample. These smaller deviations relative to the profilometer measurements could be
attributed to the diamond saw slightly burring the edges of the analyzed sample, which would
have increased the profile thickness of the SEM image. Nonetheless, the SEM results confirmed
that the samples did indeed have notable surface roughness (Figure 45).
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≈20 µm

Figure 45 – 2 ply surface profile of uneven topography.

The thickness error corrections from Table I were subtracted from the original micrometer
measurements to find a new, corrected thickness. Once the new thickness was obtained, it was
put into the simple stress equation, F/A, to obtain a surface roughness-corrected strength value
(Figure 46).
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Figure 46 – The corrected thickness values show less dependence on number of ply with respect to tensile
strength. The original 4 and 8 ply data (original in red) was not included due to avoid crowding of the data.

5.2 Eliminating Outliners in Data
During the design of testing procedures, the methods of preparing and loading samples into the
Shimadzu initially involved some troubleshooting. Therefore, some of the property values
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obtained in earlier tests were not representative of the actual material. For example, several of
the tensile samples failed early possibly due to sample misalignment in the grips. To prevent
such outliers from skewing the results and statistical analysis, a Grubbs test was performed on
the data (Equations 7, 8). This test assumes the data follows a normal distribution. Parameters
used for the test included Gcrit = 2.53 assuming α = 0.05 and N=19. If G>Gcrit, the null hypothesis
that keeps the outlier in the data set is rejected and the outlier is removed. The test found that two
of the tabbed 1 ply samples in the fill orientation were outliers and therefore removed prior to
statistical analysis.
𝐺=

𝑌̅ − 𝑌𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑠

Equation 7

where:
G = Grubbs factor
𝑌̅ = mean of data
𝑌𝑚𝑖𝑛 = outlier that is being checked
𝑠 = standard deviation

𝐺𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡 =

𝑁−1
√𝑁

∗√

Equation 8

𝑡 2 𝛼 ,𝑁−2
𝑁

𝑁 − 2 + 𝑡 2 𝛼 ,𝑁−2
𝑁

where:

𝐺𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡 = Grubbs Critical factor
𝑁 = Number of samples
𝑡 𝛼 ,𝑁−2 = t-value for probability 𝛼/𝑁
𝑁

5.3 Effects of Orientation on Mechanical Properties
The maximum tensile stresses experienced by the tensile samples were not significantly
dependent on whether the warp or fill fibers were oriented parallel to the loading axis (Table II).
However, compressive stress was impacted significantly by fiber orientation. Due to the few
number of samples the p-values are not significantly higher or lower than alpha (0.05), with
more testing these values could form more concrete outcomes. The values were found through 2way t-tests and full factorial analysis. The differences in compressive stress between fill and
warp fibers comes down to the method of manufacturing the laminates. The fill wraps around the
warp fiber so it could bend and producing more microbuckling out-of-plane of the facesheet.
This failure mode can enhance the effect of any defects in the fibers and propagate fiber failures
at lower stress levels.
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Table II – Stress Property with Change in Fiber Orientation

Load

Orientation

Mean Lower 95% Upper 95%
(MPa)
(MPa)
(MPa)

Warp

391

377

405

Fill

372

355

387

Warp

514

435

592

Fill

412

334

491

Tension

Compression*

P-Value

0.07

0.039

*Excluding buckled samples
Orientation of the fiberglass weave in either the warp or fill direction was not seen to
significantly affect the property of Young’s modulus (Table III). The modulus is calculated in
the first portion of the stress-strain curve where it is predicted that the matrix has not started to
shear over the fibers, indicating that most of the load is still being transferred to the glass fibers.
It is predicted that most defects have not significantly affected the performance of the sample at
the beginning of the test.
Table III – Young’s Modulus with Change in Fiber Orientation

Load

Orientation

Mean
(GPa)

Lower 95% Upper 95%
(GPa)
(GPa)

Warp

24.8

22.6

27

Fill

22.4

20.1

25.6

Warp

22.4

18.1

26.4

Fill

22.1

18.1

26

Tension

Compression*

P-Value

0.13

0.657

*Excluding buckled samples.

5.4 Effects of Thickness on Mechanical Properties
The number of plies in a sample was not shown to significantly affect its tensile strength (Figure
46). However, the number of plies did significantly affect compressive strength. The
compressive strengths of the 2 ply samples were noticeably lower than the strengths of the
thicker samples (Table IV). The lower strength of the 2 ply samples can be attributed to the Euler
buckling they experienced during testing. Buckling strength is a separate property from
compressive strength; therefore, the maximum stress values measured for the 2 ply samples were
not to be considered compressive strengths. For samples with plies of 4, 8 and 14, there was no
statistical significance between the maximum stresses they experienced.
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Table IV – Stress Property with Variation in Number of Ply

Load

# of Ply

Tension

Compression

1
2
4
8
2
4
8
14

Mean Lower 95% Upper 95%
(MPa)
(MPa)
(MPa)
380
365
387
395
137
436
461
492

353
342
364
372
3.8
302
328
359

406
388
418
405
270
569
595
625

P-Value

0.23

0.024

Young’s Modulus in tension was significantly affected by the number of ply in each sample.
However, the p-value was only below alpha when comparing the 1 ply values to the thicker
samples. The significantly higher moduli of the 1 ply samples could be the result of an
alignment issue. When a single ply is loaded in tension, it can align itself with the load axis and
distribute the load through its thickness relatively quickly. Samples of multiple ply, however,
likely have residual compressive stress within their inner ply; tensile loading of these plies leads
to the release of this stress, causing an uneven stress distribution. A similar theory can be used to
explain the higher Young’s modulus for samples of lesser ply in compression (Table V).
Table V – Young’s Modulus with Variation in Number of Ply

Load

Tension

Compression

# of Ply

Mean
(GPa)

1
2
4
8
2
4
8
14

28
23.4
21.7
22.3
27.6
24.5
20.5
21.8

Lower 95% Upper 95%
(GPa)
(GPa)
26
21.6
19.5
20.2
24.7
21.6
17.6
18.8

30
25.9
23.4
24.5
30.6
27.4
23.5
24.7

P-Value

0.04

0.057

5.5 Effects of Tabbing on Mechanical Properties
For all permutations of tensile and shear samples, the effects of tabbing were found to be
insignificant with respect to altering their strength values (Figure 47). The modes of failure were
also similar between tabbed and untabbed samples. Testing could even be hindered by the tabs
slipping in the grips if the resin was not cured between the sample/tab interface. Because it is
seen to offer little effect or improvement, the use of tabbing is not recommended for this
characterization protocol. Not having to tab samples will reduce testing costs regarding both
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materials and labor. Given more time and samples, it is suspected that the p-value of 0.127 for
tensile strength would decrease, indicating a greater strength for untabbed samples (decrease in
p-value: p << α).

Figure 47 – Tabbing did not affect tensile strength of the specific lamina.

5.6 Modeling Slenderness Ratio
With the large scatter of compressive strength values, a model for slenderness ratio was used to
see if the discrepancies could be explained. Because the length and width of the samples
remained constant, the original slenderness ratio (Equation 1) can be reduced to Equation 9. A
relationship was found between the reduced slenderness ratio and strength for each fiber
orientation (Figure 48). From this relationship, it can be seen samples in the warp direction have
𝐿𝑒 𝐿𝑒
𝑘𝐿
∝
= 𝑡
𝐼
𝑟
(
)
√12

Equation 9

where:
𝐿𝑒 , 𝐿 = Unsupported gage length
𝑟, 𝑡 = Thickness
𝑘 = End constraint constant

a smaller intermediate region than samples in the fill direction. This difference in behavior may
be from the warp fibers being more in line with the compressive load axis and the fill fibers
being more out-of-plane. The bulk strength of the material has also not been measured in the fill
direction; smaller gage lengths will likely be needed to measure this property.
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Figure 48 – At greater slenderness ratios, where the thickness is significantly thin, the component will buckle just as
the 2 ply has as the bottom of each S-curve.
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6. Conclusions
1. To determine the tensile strength of an 8-harness satin fiberglass weave phenolic prepreg, it is recommended that ASTM Standard D3039 be adhered to with the following
specifications to laminate samples: thicknesses equal to or above 0.04''; weave
orientations with either warp or fill fibers parallel to the loading axis; grip ends interfaced
with abrasive (120 grit) paper. Further investigations must be made into what testing
standard and sample specifications are appropriate for determining the Young’s modulus
of the fiberglass phenolic material.
2. To determine the compressive strength of an 8-harness satin fiberglass weave phenolic
pre-preg, it is recommended that ASTM Standard D6641 be adhered to with the
following modifications to laminate samples; dimensions of 0.04'' x 1.2'' x 5.4'' for
thickness, width, and length, respectively; two separate weave orientations of warp fibers
parallel to the loading axis and fill fibers parallel to the loading axis; no tabs applied to
grip ends. Further investigations must be made into what testing standard and sample
specifications are appropriate for determining the compressive modulus of the fiberglass
phenolic material.
3. Profilometry can significantly improve the accuracy of measuring the thickness of
composite lamina and thin laminates made from woven fibers.
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Bilinear Elasticity
Max
Shear
Modulus
Modulus Stress
After
Bilinear pt. (GPa) (MPa)
(GPa)
391.8
27.46889 19.99532

393.3
389.9
403.8
408.5
421.6
374.5
384.1

340.2

17.59352
17.48517
14.762
29.24
15.32
19.312
18.49136

16.48

23.18639
21.96799
22.42118
25.87799
25.28266
28.15873
23.9614

23.39297

Tabbed
Untabbed
Tabbed
Untabbed
Tabbed
Untabbed
Untabbed
Untabbed

Tabbed

2
2
4
4
8
8
1
2

2

1TW-4-19TU

2TW-1-9TB

2TW-1-11UB
4TW-2-10TU
4TW-2-11UU
8TW-3-8TU
8TW-3-18UU
1TW-4-18-UB

2TF-1-15UB

2TF-1-18UB

T2

T5

T6
T9
T10
T13
T14
T17

T7

T8

-51467.9
506
406.2
517.7
518.6
160.5
406.2
366.1
466.5
102.1
90.37
68.56
71.71
68.12

26.68903
23.85554
19.887
22.27608
22.3124
18.9238
19.887
23.99414
18.51936

26.92612
24.56723
18.91727
22.11634
20.58733
26.92
18.91727
24.45879
22.99129

Untabbed
Untabbed
Untabbed
Untabbed
Untabbed
Untabbed
Untabbed
Untabbed
Untabbed
Tabbed
Untabbed
Untabbed
Tabbed
Untabbed

8
4
8
8
14
2
8
4
14
1
4
2
2
8

8CW-3-13-UU

4TW-2-9U*
8TF-3-25U*
8TW-3-20U*
14CW-5-11U**
2CW-1-20-U2U
8TF-3-25U*
4CF-2-18-U2U
14CF-5-17U**
1TD-4-2TU
4TD-2-3UU
2TD-1-3-UB
2TD-1-4-TB
8TD-3-3-UB

C7

C10
C8
C12
C14
C2
C8
C3
C13
D1
D6
D8
D9
D10

LGM
LWB
SGM
SWT
LGM
LWB
6.205
12.69
12.68
25.03
25.42
3.034
±1.33
±1.22
±1.22
±1.79
±1.79
±3.02
0
0
0
0
0
0

148.41
150.29
148.7
150.65
151.39
152.86

253.4
250.7
250.7
254
253.9
253.8
254

25
25.1
25.1
25.4
25.4
25.2

0.505
1.062
1.08
2.147
2.17
0.229

0.6605
0.6687
0.6079
0.7483
0.4692
0.4428
0.0282

2.0858
2.25634
2.61861
2.61171
1.09
2.25634
1.7105
2.5213
6.982
13.3062
11.57
9.71
15.06

1.0437
1.3469
1.4365
1.3265
0.281
1.3469
0.5917
0.5686

275.854
239.933
285.079
254.482
86.8
239.933
144.886
66.3579

±1.22 12.68 HGM
±1.12 25.76 XGM
±1.79 25.76 BAM
±2.8 Not Meas BGM
±1.33 3.605 EGM
±1.12 25.76 XGM
HGM
7.4
±1.57
±3.2 Not Meas BGM
±0.475 3.096 AGM
±0.36 12.57 AGM
6.166 LGM
±.95
6.124 AGM
±.95
±0.85 25.78 AWT
0
90
0
0
90
90
90
90
45
45
45
45
45
135.2
135.2
135.2
135.2
135.3
135.2
135.2
135.2
253.4
253.9
251.2
253.8
254.3

135.61
139.12
136.14
136.39
135.33
139.12
135.2
136.04
145.91
153.82
152.32
149.48
156.31
25.2
25.4
25.3
25.4
27.8
25.4
27.8
25.4
25.4
25.2
25.2
25.2
25.5
1.043
2.281
2.187
3.83
0.512
2.281
1.06
3.809
0.229
1.059
0.5
0.498
2.176

CIT

LGM
SGM
LGM
SGM
LWB
SGM
EGM

0.14
NaN
NaN
NaN
0.8
NaN
0.15
NaN
Not Meas.
Not Meas.
Not Meas.
Not Meas.
Not Meas.

14.93

12.76
12.74
25.54
25.84
3.196
3.192
3.522

NaN
NaN
NaN
NaN
NaN
NaN
NaN
NaN
NaN
NaN
0.426027
0.442529
0.656744

±1.57
±1.57
±1.12
±1.12
±0.975
±0.975
±1.42
±1.79

90
90
90
90
90
90
0
0

150.98
151.17
149.72
148.19
149.76
151.92
135.42
27.8 135.1 135.13

252.6
252.3
254.1
254.2
254.2
254.1
135.4
2.171

25.2
25.3
25.4
25.3
25.5
25.3
27.7

1.00015

1.095
1.0958
2.214
2.197
0.24
0.238
0.481

NaN

Not Meas.
NaN
145.277
Not Meas.
NaN
142.158
Not Meas.
NaN
124.209
Not Meas.
NaN
154.022
133.479 0.189696 Not Meas.
125.347 0.217611 Not Meas.
0.15136
NaN
19.7801

LGM
6.218
±1.42
90

25.3 253.4 148.84

0.51

0.161843 Not Meas.

123.44

0.4956

LGM
6.137
±1.42
90

149.1

25.2

0.5

0.19957 Not Meas.

0.5564 139.613

181.34 0.17642
NaN
187.669
NaN
96.239
NaN
44.1562
NaN
64.3162
178.553 0.234419

Not Meas.
Not Meas.
Not Meas.
Not Meas.
Not Meas.
Not Meas.

0.7084
0.8103
0.4217
0.1498
0.2508
0.5983

AGM
6.093

±1.33

0

25.2 254.2 151.16

0.498

0.4563 129.934 0.181973 Not Meas.

With Surface Roughness
σ
ɛ
Nominal Degree
Bilinear Bilinear Poisson's Max %
Offset
Fiber
Gage
Bending
Ratio
Region Region
Thickness Width Length Length Orientatio Average Mass Failure
(MPa)
(%)
mode
(g)
(°)
n (°)
(mm)
(mm) (mm)
(mm)
±3.02 3.025 LGM
0
25.1 253.7 148.71
Not Meas. 0.228
NaN
0.6217 183.647

NaN gage
0.4803 127.517
failed

1.7842
1.60 then
max-out/
2.523***
1.8475
1.9057
1.9497
1.4199
2.1129
1.6477
2.11 then
maxout/3.84*
**
1.36 then
maxout/2.69*
**
2.3172
2.3316
2.4419
2.4158
1.2951
1.1884
0.7881

Max
Strain
(%)

*Edges cut with precision saw
**Edges cut with precision saw, tested in Instron
***Strain gage came off during testing, used Shimadzu strain instead

381
375.7
364.5
386.4
272.3
374.1
113.8

15.95355
15.60466
13.92743
14.22
16.378
18.07
28.48534

20.94634
20.30069
19.12626
20.25718
27.29226
29.13344
28.33077

Tabbed
Untabbed
Tabbed
Untabbed
Tabbed
Untabbed
Untabbed

4
4
8
8
1
1
2

4TF-2-15TU
4TF-2-17UU
8TF-3-21TU
8TF-3-22UU
1TF-4-22-TB
1TF-4-23-UB
2CF-1-7-U2U

T11
T12
T15
T16
T18
T19
C1

16.831
9.2496
13.856
13.722
12.433

344

16.84

24.34355

Tabbed

1

Sample ID

Young's
Modulus
(GPa)

MATLAB ID

Tabbed/
# of Ply
Untabbed

8. Appendices

Appendix A – Dimension and Mechanical Property Tables
Table 1A – Mechanical Properties of Samples with Acceptable Failures

-52*Edges cut with precision saw
**Edges cut with precision saw, tested in Instron
***Strain gage came off during testing, used Shimadzu strain instead

20.052
10.971
8.1691
13.085
10.053

NaN
NaN
NaN
NaN
0.566613
0.47329
NaN
NaN
1.3469 239.933
0.823 137.663
0.7546 186.19

406.2
493.3
351.7
101.58
79.733
76.867
63.575
88.771

19.887
20.59185
22.19098

18.91727
18.10189
21.62115

Untabbed
Untabbed
Untabbed
Tabbed
Tabbed
Untabbed
Tabbed
Untabbed

8
8
4
1
2
2
4
8

8TF-3-25U*
8TW-3-17U*
4TF-2-14U*
1TD-4-5TU
2TD-1-1TB
2TD-1-2UB
4TD-2-2TU
8TD-3-1UU

C8
C9
C11
D2
D3
D4
D5
D7

2.25634
2.56047
1.52021
4.554
11.431
13.71
3.33821
6.22848

NaN gage
0.5721 143.804 0.153997
failed

373.7

20.45

25.04813

Untabbed

8

8CF-3-7-UB

C6

NaN

NaN gage
0.5067 133.611
failed

493.9

26.02957

27.01555

1.4597
1.433
1.8769
1.7022

Untabbed

Untabbed
Tabbed
Untabbed
Untabbed

CIB
XGM
CIT
TGM
MGM
MGM
MGM
GAT
AWT

15.02
25.76
25.86
12.74
3.078
6.218
6.223
12.65
25.85

±1.12
±1.12
±1.79
±1.57
±0.475
±0.575
±0.575
±0.36
±0.85
135.2
135.2
135.2
253.3
253.9
253.8
254
254

90
0
90
45
45
45
45
45
25.4
25.4
25.2
25.4
25.3
25.2
25.4
25.5

90

CIT

139.12
136.49
136.67
151.6
149.42
150.74
149.68
153.88

7.32

27.9 135.3 135.33

±1.22

2.281
2.16
1.062
0.217
0.487
0.505
1.071
2.185

0

2.197

27.8 135.3 135.27

SWT
AWT
SGM
TGM

NaN
NaN
NaN
Not Meas.
Not Meas.
Not Meas.
Not Meas.
Not Meas.

1.046

3.108
3.092
3.151
7.406

Mass Failure
mode
(g)

NaN

0.81255

With Surface Roughness
Max %
Nominal Degree
σ
ɛ
Bending
Offset
Fiber
Gage
Bilinear Bilinear Poisson's
in Data Thickness Width Length
Length Orientatio Average
Ratio
Region Region
(mm) (mm)
(mm)
Collection
(°)
n (°)
(mm)
(MPa)
(%)
Area
±3.02
0
25.1 254.4 150.86
Not Meas. 0.232
NaN
0.5726 153.814
±0.975
90
25.3 253.8 148.16
Not Meas. 0.192
NaN
0.4889 138.46
±0.975
90
25.6 253.5 149.04
0.24
Not Meas.
NaN
0.4868 149.278
±1.22
0
27.8 135.1 135.13
1.126
0.23
NaN
1.1924 262.876

4

1
1
1
4

Max
Strain
(%)

4CW-2-19-U2U

1TW-4-17UU
1TF-4-21TU
1TF-4-24UU
4CW-2-12-U2U

T1
T3
T4
C4

Bilinear Elasticity
Max
Shear
Modulus
Modulus Stress
After
Bilinear pt. (GPa) (MPa)
(GPa)
348.5
25.28661 24.1742
290.5
22.4324
35.549
366.5
16.75
23.33432
340
23.46
25.31
Young's
Modulus
(GPa)

C5

Sample ID

MATLAB ID

Tabbed/
# of Ply
Untabbed

Table 2A – Mechanical Properties of Samples with Unacceptable Failures

Table 3A – Sample Dimensions, Weave Offset, and Mass

Sample ID
1TW-4-17UU
1TW-4-19TU
2TW-1-9TB
2TW-1-11UB
4TW-2-10TU
4TW-2-11UU
8TW-3-8TU
8TW-3-18UU
1TW-4-18-UB
1TF-4-21TU
1TF-4-24UU
2TF-1-15UB
2TF-1-18UB
4TF-2-15TU
4TF-2-17UU
8TF-3-21TU
8TF-3-22UU
1TF-4-22-TB
1TF-4-23-UB
2CF-1-7-U2U
4CW-2-12-U2U
4CW-2-19-U2U
8CW-3-13-UU
8TW-3-17U*
4TW-2-9U*
8TW-3-20U*
14CW-5-11U**
2CW-1-20-U2U
4CF-2-18-U2U
8CF-3-7-UB
8TF-3-25U*
4TF-2-14U*
14CF-5-17U**

With Surface Roughness Corrections
Gage
Thickness Width Length Length
(mm)
(mm)
(mm)
(mm)
0.232
25.146 254.42 150.86
0.228
25.095 253.75 148.71
0.498
25.248 254.2 151.16
0.505
24.994 253.39 148.41
1.062
25.06 250.66 150.29
1.08
25.07
250.7
148.7
2.147
25.35 253.97 150.65
2.17
25.35 253.95 151.39
0.229
25.222 253.77 152.86
0.192
25.31 253.85 148.16
0.24
25.603 253.47 149.04
0.5
25.248 253.97 149.1
0.51
25.349 253.38 148.84
1.095
25.2
252.56 150.98
1.0958
25.25
252.3 151.17
2.214
25.35
254.1 149.72
2.197
25.349 254.15 148.19
0.24
25.502 254.23 149.76
0.238
25.324 254.08 151.92
0.481
27.73 135.42 135.42
1.126
27.838 135.13 135.13
1.046
27.79 135.27 135.27
2.171
27.788 135.13 135.13
2.16
25.38 254.03 136.49
1.043
25.18 251.97 135.61
2.187
25.29 254.15 136.14
3.83
25.43 253.26 136.39
0.512
27.76 135.33 135.33
1.06
27.762 135.2
135.2
2.197
27.889 135.33 135.33
2.281
25.39 253.85 139.12
1.062
25.22
254.1 136.67
3.809
25.42 253.16 136.04

*Edges cut with precision saw
**Edges cut with precision saw, tested in Instron
***Strain gage came off during testing, used Shimadzu strain instead
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Nominal
Fiber
Orientation
(°)
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
90
90
90
90
90
90

Degree
Offset
Average
from
Nominal Mass (g)
±3.02
3.108
±3.02
3.025
±1.33
6.093
±1.33
6.205
±1.22
12.691
±1.22
12.679
±1.79
25.034
±1.79
25.421
±3.02
3.034
±0.975
3.092
±0.975
3.151
±1.42
6.137
±1.42
6.218
±1.57
12.755
±1.57
12.738
±1.12
25.539
±1.12
25.836
±0.975
3.196
±0.975
3.192
±1.42
3.522
±1.22
7.406
±1.22
7.32
±1.79
14.927
±1.79
25.855
±1.22
12.679
±1.79
25.756
±2.8
Not Meas
±1.33
3.605
±1.57
7.4
±1.12
15.02
±1.12
25.756
±1.57
12.741
±3.2
Not Meas

Appendix B – Tabbing Protocol
Materials:

a
.

b
.

c
.
g
h
.
f

e
d

.

.
j

i .

.

.

.
k
a. Isopropyl alcohol
b. Steel inserts
c. Tabbing fixture
d. Fine-tipped felt pen
e. Wood stirring rods
f. 2'' wide aluminum tabs

.

g. Tensile/shear facesheet coupon
h. Inch Ruler
i. Epoxy resin
j. Resign double-barrel dispenser
k. Wax paper
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1. Roughen surfaces to be adhered together using 240 grit alumina sand paper. Make sure to
sand surfaces in circular motions and not straight strokes, this ensures that the bond will have
the same shear strength in-plane. The roughened surface increases surface area for the epoxy
resin to grip onto, increasing the quality of the bond between tab and sample.

2. Wash each surface with IPA to remove any particulate produced during the sanding process.
Spray a disposable cloth or fibreless wipe (i. e kim wipe). Using paper towel could leave
cellulose fibers in the surface.

3. Make general alignment marks on the sample for where each tab will be situated in sharpie.
These marks should be about ~2 in from the tip of each side of the sample.
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4. Put the sample aside on a clean surface and cut out a piece of wax paper that is 4 inches in
length of the roll.
5. Using a scrap piece of wax paper dispense needed amount of resin from the resin dispenser.
If tabbing about for samples that will be about 4 full actuations of the dispenser trigger. Mix
the epoxy and hardener thoroughly on the wax paper for about 1 min to ensure homogenous
mixture.

6. Using a metal spatula (in our case a scrap aluminum tab) spread a thin visible layer across all
four sections of the sample.

7. Immediately lay the four aluminum tabs cut to 2 inch increments over the resin surfaces.
Apply a light pressure by hand to make sure the tabs do not immediately slide off the sample.
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8. Line the tabbing fixture with the wax paper cut in step 4 and gently insert the sample with the
tabs into the tab mold. Press down firmly to make sure the sample is lying flat on the bottom
of the fixture.

Note: The tabs that separate the fixture from the sample (bottom tabs) will at times slide down into
the gage length of the sample. Use a spare aluminum tab to push the tab back into the side wall of the
tabbing fixture fixed with a small lip to hold the tab in place.

9. Fold the excess wax paper over the sample to separate each sample from each other and the
tabbing fixture. The wax paper wrapping prevents excess resin from flowing onto the surface
of the fixture and bonding the sample to the fixture during curing.
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10. If the laminate samples being tabbed are thinner than 2 mm the sample surface is set below
the fixture surface which means no pressure will be applied to the tabbing surface itself. To
fix this use steel bar inserts placed on top of the tabbed samples that are the same width. This
ensures the force applied by the press is transferred to the tab-sample resin interface to attain
a clean continuous bond interface along the grip section.

11. With all samples in the fixture place a steel plate approx. the same size as the sample fixture
(7”x11”). Insert the set-up into the hydraulic press and apply around 40 psi. Hold this
pressure for at least 1 hour. Pressure can be left on for entire curing time. Epoxy resin
requires a 24-hour curing cycle prior to full-set.
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12. When samples are removed, if large amounts of excess resin are observed along the edges of
the tabbed section remove by carefully shaving off the unneeded resin with a razor play or Xacto knife.
Acceptable Epoxy Interface
The tab is aligned with the sample with no gaps in the resin interface as seen in the side view.
Excess resin found on the gage length proved not to affect the testing results and in fact may
have reduced stress concentrations communing accrued at the grip/gage length transition.

Unacceptable Epoxy Interface
The epoxy layer is not even and even missing in some sections of the grip section. Careful
observation of the tabbed regions must be completed prior to using in a test. There should be
some excess epoxy at the edges of the tab/sample.
Reasons for incomplete adhesion:
a. Imbalance of resin to hardening agent during dispensing and mixing step.
b. Large globules of cured epoxy left in uncured mixture and applied to sample surface
leading to regions of negligible bonding.
c. The layer of epoxy applied was too thin.
d. Too much pressure was applied when in the hydraulic press, displacing all the epoxy
from the sample/tab interface.

If sample is tested, sample will likely slip in the grips, shearing the resin interface, botching the
force-displacement data.
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Improvements with the next Tabbing fixture
Future work would entail using a CNC mill to make two parts of the tabbing fixture that align
precisely together. The drawings for these parts are shown below. Spraying the molds with a thin
film that allows epoxy to not stick to the mold is also needed.

Male Section

Female Section
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Male Section
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Female Section
-62-

Appendix C – Tension/Shear Testing Protocol
Reference ASTM D3039 and 3518 for sample dimensions, loading rate, and acceptable failure
modes.
System Set-up:

Materials:

c
.

a
.
a. Prepared Sample
b. Inch Ruler

d
.

b
.

c. 1½''-wide Abrasive Cloth
d. Scissors
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1. Use scissors to cut two 4'' long strips from the roll of abrasive cloth.

2. Fold the strips of abrasive cloth over both ends of the sample, with the abrasive side
facing the sample, so that either sample end is covered by 2'' of cloth.
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3. Using two hands to pinch the cloth pieces onto the sample ends, insert the sample
horizontally into the fixture grips.

4. Adjust the vertical placement of the crosshead so the sample is inserted into both the top
and bottom fixture grip as deep as possible

Crosshead

Sample
Sample
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5. Adjust the sample horizontally so that the left edge of the sample is aligned with the same
tick mark on both the top and bottom fixture grip. (Figure shows sample aligned with
second tick mark from the left.) Tighten the grips once the sample is aligned.

Second
Tick Mark

Second
Tick Mark

6. Attach the strain gage leads to the RJ-45 connect ports which feed to the System 8000.

7. Begin testing at the ASTM D3039 prescribed strain rate of 2.0 mm/min.
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Appendix D – Compression Testing Protocol
Following ASTM 6641 procedure of sample dimension loading rate, criteria for percent bending,
and acceptable failure modes.
System Set-up:

Materials:

c
.

d
.

a
.

f
.

b
.

g
.

e
.
a. Torque wrench (range 10-50 in-lbs)
b. 5 mm Allen wrench/key
c. 5 mm socket attachment
d. Combined Loading in Compression (CLC)
test fixture

e. Prepped sample
f. Stainless steel spacers
g. 6''x 6'' compression plate (x2)
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1. Loosen the hex bolts on the female section of the CLC fixture to where the sample can easily
be inserted into the gap. Set the fixture on a flat surface (i.e. a compression plate of piece of
marble). Insert the sample between the blocks, as shown, making sure the bottom is flush
with the bottom of the fixture.

2. Finger tighten the bolts so the sample does not slip. Be sure to tighten the bolts in a
“crisscross” fashion to maintain even compression forces over the face of the sample.
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3. Place the ½” spacer next to the sample and carefully align and lower the male section of the
fixture on the female section. There will be slight resistance when lowering the male section
due to the sample /fixture interface producing friction. Lower until male section comes into
contact with the spacer.

4. Invert the fixture, making sure to hold both sections in place while rotating.

5. Once the male section is on the flat surface, remove the spacer and gently lower the top half,
that is already gripping onto the sample, so the sample edge is flush with the bottom half of
the fixture.
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6. Using the torque wrench, Allen key, and socket insert, tighten all 8 bolts to a torque of 15 inlb. Again, tighten the bolts in a “crisscross” fashion. Over-tightening of bolts can lead to
damage of fixture and sample.

7. Check once more for the fixture and sample edges to be flush with each other.
8. Load the fixture into the Shimadzu with one compression plate on the top and bottom of the
CLC fixture.
9. Center the fixture in the Shimadzu to ensure even application of the applied load.

10. Bring the top compression plate into contact with the load cell, then make sure to remove any
applied force read by the load cell.
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11. Attach the strain gage leads to the RJ-45 connect ports which feed to the System 8000.

12. Begin testing at the ASTM 6641 prescribed strain rate of 1.3 mm/min.
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Appendix E – MatLab Code for Tension
%% Get Mechanical Properties Multiple
prompt = 'How many files in folder?';
NumberOfFiles= input(prompt);
Results = ones(NumberOfFiles,2);
for filenamenumber = 1:NumberOfFiles
%% Get Yield
clear k %resets variables if the Sens changes
%% Get xlsx file
filename=['T' num2str(filenamenumber) '.xlsx']; % file starts with a “T” then
a number
Data = xlsread(filename);
Time = Data(:,1);
Load = Data(:,4);
Extens = abs(Data(:,5));
Extens2nd = abs(Data(:,6));

%in this case load = stress
%Extens = strain values
%For second strain gage read-out

Extens(Extens==0) = 1*10^-6;
later code

%Avoids dividing by a 0 in the

%% Find max Stess and max Stress location within Stress
[MaxLoad,MaxLoadLoc] = max(Load);
MaxLoadLoc = location within matrix where max load occurs
MaxLoadExtens = Extens(MaxLoadLoc);

%% Trim Data
PerOfMax = .10;
%percent of total sets, start of
trimming
IntervalStart = (round(PerOfMax*length(Load))); %Beginning
IntervalEnd = (round(.5*length(Load)));
%End
%Insert IntervalEnd here
TrimLoad = Load(IntervalStart:IntervalEnd);
TrimExtens = Extens(IntervalStart:IntervalEnd);
TrimExtens2nd = Extens2nd(IntervalStart:IntervalEnd);
%% Get Slopes
%1st Derivative
Sens = 10;
%Sensitivity of the Derivative
Deriv1 = ones([1,length(Sens:length(TrimLoad))]); %Preallocate Deriv1 Sz.
for n = Sens:length(TrimLoad)
Top = TrimLoad(n)-TrimLoad(n-(Sens-1));
Bottom = TrimExtens(n)-TrimExtens(n-(Sens-1));
Deriv1(n-(Sens-1)) = Top/Bottom;
%Deriv1 =TrimLoad - TrimLoad/
TrimExtens-TrimExtens
end
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Deriv1 = abs(Deriv1); %Abs value of derivative
Deriv1(Deriv1==inf) = 20000;
% Removes significantly large
values
%2nd Derivative
Deriv2 = ones([1,length(Sens:length(Deriv1))]); %Preallocate Deriv2 Sz.
TrimExtens2 = TrimExtens(Sens:end);
%Extens values related to Deriv1
(chop off Sens number of values relative to TrimExtens)
for k = Sens:length(Deriv1)
Top2 = Deriv1(k)-Deriv1(k-(Sens-1));
Bottom2 = TrimExtens2(k)-TrimExtens2(k-(Sens-1));
Deriv2(k-(Sens-1))=Top2/Bottom2;
%Deriv2 = Deriv1 - Deriv1 / Extens2 - Extens2
end
Deriv2 = abs(Deriv2);
TrimExtens3 = TrimExtens2(Sens:end);

%Extens values related to Deriv2 (chop off Sens number of values relative to
TrimExtens1)
%% Find intervals to use for mechanical ranges
[MaxDeriv2,MaxDeriv2Loc] = max(Deriv2);
%Get location of max value in
Deriv2
MaxDeriv2Loc = MaxDeriv2Loc;
BilinExtens = TrimExtens3(MaxDeriv2Loc); %Since Extens3 relates to Deriv2,
BulinExtens is extension value at which yield occurs
BilinDeriv1 = Deriv1(MaxDeriv2Loc);
BilinDeriv1Loc = max(find(Deriv1==BilinDeriv1));
BilinLoc = find(Extens==BilinExtens);
%Find the yield extension's
location within the Extens array which correspnds to stress strain curve
BilinLoc = BilinLoc(1,1);
BilinLoad = Load(BilinLoc);
%Bilin load is the load at location
= BilinLoc within Extens array
BilinLoad = BilinLoad(1,1);
Deriv1Loc = length(Deriv1);
%% Trim Data Set
PerofBilinExtens1 = 1;
IntervalBilin = max((round(BilinDeriv1Loc)));
IntervalLastDeriv1 = round(Deriv1Loc);
IntervalFirstDeriv1 = 1;
%Insert IntervalEnd here
BilinLoad1 = Load(IntervalStart:IntervalBilin); %Again loads are stresses
BilinLoad2 = Load(IntervalBilin:IntervalEnd);
%% Find Youngs Modulus
Mod1 = mean(Deriv1(IntervalFirstDeriv1:IntervalBilin));
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Mod1 = Mod1/1000;
%Converts to GPa
Mod2 = mean(Deriv1(IntervalBilin:IntervalLastDeriv1));
Mod2 = Mod2/1000;
%% Find Poisson's Ratio
Sens1 = 30;
Poisson1 = ones([1,length(Sens1:length(TrimExtens))]); %Preallocate Deriv1
Sz.
for m = Sens1:length(TrimExtens)
Top3 = TrimExtens2nd(m)-TrimExtens2nd(m-(Sens1-1));
Bottom3 = TrimExtens(n)-TrimExtens(n-(Sens1-1));
Poisson1(m-(Sens1-1))=Top3/Bottom3;
end
IntervalStartP = 1;
IntervalEndP = length(Poisson1)*.1;
Poisson1 = abs(Poisson1); %Abs value of derivative
Poisson = mean(Poisson1(IntervalStartP:IntervalEndP));
%% Plotting
figure(filenamenumber)
and values

%Graphs the intervals called out

%Stress Strain subplot
ax1 = subplot(2,1,1);
hold on
plot(ax1,Extens,Load)
ylabel('Stress')
xlabel('Strain')
title('Stress Strain Curve')
axis([0 .02 0 500]);
plot(ax1,[Extens(MaxLoadLoc), Extens(MaxLoadLoc)],[0,MaxLoad]) %vertical
going to max load
plot(ax1,[0, MaxLoadExtens],[MaxLoad,MaxLoad]) %horizontal showing max load
plot([Extens(IntervalStart), Extens(IntervalStart)],[0,Load(IntervalStart)])
%vertical to show beginning of interval
plot([Extens(IntervalEnd), Extens(IntervalEnd)],[0,Load(IntervalEnd)])
plot([0,BilinExtens],[BilinLoad,BilinLoad])%horizontal showing yield load
plot([BilinExtens,BilinExtens],[0,BilinLoad]) %vertical to show yield
extension
%Deriv 2 subplot
ax2 = subplot(2,1,2);
plot(ax2,TrimExtens2(Sens:end),Deriv2,'-x')
xlabel('Strain')
title('Second Derviative')
axis([0 .02 0 1*10^10]);
%% Add to Results Variable
Results(filenamenumber,1) = filenamenumber;
Results(filenamenumber,2) = Mod1;
Results(filenamenumber,3) = Mod2;
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Results(filenamenumber,4)
Results(filenamenumber,5)
Results(filenamenumber,6)
Results(filenamenumber,7)
Results(filenamenumber,8)

=
=
=
=
=

MaxLoad;
MaxLoadExtens*100;
BilinExtens*100;
BilinLoad;
Poisson;

end
['All Done']
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